INTELLIGENT CONTENT AUTOMATION
Automate Document Capture and Classification

Automate Manual Tasks

Powered by patent-pending, machine-learning technology,
document classification and capture reach new levels of process
automation with the quickest ROI.

Automate Storage of Content in the Cloud

Process unstructured information at the speed it's received. Combine
RPA with workflow and suddenly there's no process or system you
can't integrate.

• Any content, from any source

• Free up employees to provide value for the organization and customers

• Improve accuracy and performance with machine learning-powered,
automated document classification and data extraction.

• Integrate separate business systems - without APIs – easily and quickly

• Automatically classify documents with KnowledgeLake’s ability to “learn” a
new document type from just a few samples.
• Save paper and electronic documents to Microsoft Azure, Teams, or
SharePoint from anywhere.

Intelligently Capture
Any Content, Any Source

Any Content
Paper
Documents

• Reduce human transactional costs, improve data entry accuracy, and
increase transaction throughput
• Boost your important workflows with RPA bots

Go from needless siloes to context- and purpose-driven content
management in the cloud. Connect to any repository or use cloud
storage and own your own data.
• Leverage your existing Microsoft investment in Azure, Teams, and
SharePoint
• Find documents quickly, wherever they are stored, using intelligent data
• Sort and filter data to effortlessly retrieve the correct document
• Scale simply for any volume or process

Robotic Process Automation
Any Process, Any System

Any Source
Mobile
Content

Any Process
Electronic
Content

Cloud Content Management
Any Content, Any Repository

Any Content

Any System

Find
Content

Other LOB, ERP or CRM Systems
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PROCESS SERVICES

Store
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CONTENT SERVICES

Common Organizational Challenges KnowledgeLake Helps Solve
• Too Many Entry Points for Content

• Inability to Find Documents

• Painful Manual Data Entry

• Lack of Integration with Systems and Processes

• Insufficient File Security

• End User Errors
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Industry Solutions
FINANCIAL SERVICES

RETAIL

Integrate with your existing financial services infrastructure and reduce or even eliminate issues
associated with paper documents, such as contracts, client account information and regulatory
reports

Enable automated data entry into your retail system to drive costs out of your organization

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

HIGHER EDUCATION

Manage the lifecycle of documents, compliance requirements, records management and security

Streamline routines such as: advancement, transcript processing, financial aid, human resources
and accounting

INSURANCE

TRANSPORTATION

Eliminate duplicate data entry and optimize data capture through OCR, data validation and
integration with third party systems

Reduce paperwork, automate shipping and delivery processes and simplify logistics and
scheduling

Department Solutions
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
Increase operational efficiency, and save time and money, by automating and streamlining the
handling of accounts payable documents

HUMAN RESOURCES
Reduce operating costs, increase productivity and enhance employee satisfaction by streamlining
the processing and approval of human resource business transactions

NEW ACCOUNT SETUP
Ensure protection of content and faster collaboration on paper-intensive documents that have
a long life-cycle

CLAIMS PROCESSING
Reduce bottlenecks and dramatically decrease the time and errors associated with traditional
document claims processing

JOIN US: PARTNER WITH KNOWLEDGELAKE
A trusted name in the content management space, KnowledgeLake helps enhance our partners’ ability to intelligently automate document-driven processes.
KnowledgeLake seeks out talented, trusted organizations who share our passion for delivering modern solutions to support our clients’ evolving needs. Working with an ecosystem of diverse partners helps KnowledgeLake transform the
way organizations tackle their document processing and management challenges. When joining forces with these best-in-class companies, we not only offer incredible value but empower enterprises to solve real business problems while
amplifying their productivity.
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